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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a complex-valued additive arithmetical function. In this paper 
we want to give a characterization of the additive functions f, for which 
where 4 is a quite general nonnegative-valued increasing function. The case 
d(x) = x6 was handled by Elliott [ 1 ] (/? > 1 ), Hildebrand and Spilker [4] 
(fi >, l), and Indlekofer [6] (fl> 0). More general results were proved in 
Indlekofer [7], where 4 satisfies the condition 
4(x + Y) Q Cl(&X) + 4(Y)) (x, Y 20) (2) 
or 
fp(x) = c; (x20). (3) 
with positive constants c,, c2. 
In the first case d(x) does not increase higher than a power of x as x 
goes to infinity. Here we close the gap between (2) and (3) and assume that 
4(x + Y) d c3i(x) d(Y) for all -Y, y > 1 (4) 
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(see Theorem 2 and the corollary). Further, we show that the assumption 
(4) is best possible in a certain sense (see Theorem 3). 
2. RESULTS 
Here 4 always denotes a nondecreasing function 4; R,,, -+ I&!,, such that 
WY+ o. d(x) = co. The class of functions satisfying (1) is denoted by L,. 
Then we prove 
THEOREM 1. Let f: N + @ he additive, and let 1+4 satisfy the inequality 
0 - 1) 9 4(-u) 
Then, if f E L,, the series 
converge and 
(5) 
as .x+aj. (6) 
In the other direction we have 
THEOREM 2. Let f: N -+ @ he additive, and suppose that 
d(x+y)<c2~(x)4(y) for all .x,yECf, 00). (7) 
Then the convergence of the series (5) and the inequality (6) together imply 
fe%. 
Theorems 1 and 2 give 
COROLLARY. Let f: N + @ be additive and let I$ satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2. Then f E 9+ if and only if the series (5) converge and (6) holds. 
Theorem 2 and the corollary are sharp in the following sense. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 
4% + Y) 
.,;2?, i(x) 4(Y) = cc. 
(8) 
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Then there exists an additive function f such that the series in (5) and (6) 
converge hut f 6$ A!$,. 
3. NOTATIONS AND LEMMATA 
If f is an additive function then we define two functions f, and f2 by 
if m = 1 and If(p)1 < 1 
otherwise 
(9) 
if m=l and If(p 
if in32 
otherwise. 
Obviously f = fi + f;. 
LEMMA 1. Let f: N + R’ be additive. Assume that for each x > x0 there is 
a sequence of positive integers a, < a2 < . < ak < x with k 2 c, x, so that 
/ f(a;)l d cz (i= 1, . . . . k). Then the series 
c $ and ___ c If(P)? 
I rd > 1 Idi < 1 
P 
converge, and, as x + co, 
1 f(P) -=0(l). 
p < I P 
IflP)l G 1 
The assertions of the lemma are easy consequences of a result of Erdos [3]. 
(See, for example, Elliott [2, Lemma 7.8; a similar proof is implicitly 
contained in Indlekofer [S, p. 2611.) 
LEMMA 2. Let g: h, + [w,, be nonnegative and multiplicative with 
g(p”) < c for all primes p and all m E N. Then 
1 g(nHxexp 1 ~ 
( 
g(P)- 1 
n ,c 1 p G x > P 
(10) 
(The constant in 6 depends only on c.) 
This lemma can be proved by a well-known method of Wirsing (see, for 
example, Indlekofer [ 6, Lemma 21). 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If fE Y# then the additive functions Re f and Im f are in Yti, too. 
Now, for each 6 > 0 there exists K = K(6) such that 
X -1 c 166x-’ c 9(IRef(n)l), 
and the right-hand side is smaller than t if 6 is small enough. Then, by 
Lemma 1, the series 
converge and 
The same holds for Imf, and thus the first two series in (5) converge and 
(6) holds. 
Now, let p1 < p2 < .. . denote the sequence of primes p for which 
If(p)1 > 1. Then choose an integer i, so large that 
Define an additive function f by 
f(P) 
i 
if m= 1 and If(p)/ 6 1, 
.f(Prn) = f(P) if m= 1 andp=pi, ici,, 
0 otherwise. 
Then, by results of Indlekofer [6], the convergence of the second series 
in (5) and the inequality in (6) together imply that supJ2, x-’ 
CnGx If(f(n)( -C cc [6, Theorem l] (and further, that f is uniformly 
summable [6, Theorem 41). Therefore, there exists a K such that 
Put 
A := {n: p’(n) = 1, If(n)/ < K, pi [ n for i> iO} 
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and, for a given prime p, 
A,:={n:neA,pin}. 
The number of integers n E A, which do not exceed a given bound x is at 
least 
n;xp2(n)-hx-x C p;l-xp-’ 
I > to 
2x’ hn-‘-$-l) {1+0(l)}>% 
i 
for all x 2 x0, say, and this holds uniformly for all primes p. Put 
and 
B := {p”: 2K< If(p” 
where we assume that c < 2K and B is nonempty. Obviously p, #B for 
i 6 io. Consider now the double sum 
We shall estimate this sum S,, both from below and above. Observing that 
a typical summand satisfies 
~(If(p”n)l)~~(lf(~“)I -~)~~(lf(~“)I)~ 
we get the estimate from below 
From above 
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since there can be at most one representation of any integer in the form 
l-p’% with p”‘E B, neA,. 
Therefore 
lim sup C 4(lf(P"')I) 6 lim sup x-‘S., < cc 
Y - % p” < li pm ,--I 
pm,B 
Thus, we obtain the convergence of the series 
c O(If(P’“~I) 
2KG IflPJl Pm 
This ends the proof of Theorem I. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let 
P* := {p: If(p)1 > 1)u {p”:m>2}. 
Each integer n may be uniquely decomposed into the form n = n, n, where 
n, contains only prime divisors of n which are not elements of 9*, and n, 
contains the remaining primes. Then, by (7) 
< C &~,f(~~)l) C CIRefh)i+ I’~~/(w)l. 
(11) 
I72 < .Y nl s \:n2 
Here we used that (7) implies &.Y) 4 C’ for some constant c > 0. 
For the last sum in (11) we get, by using Lemma 2, 
where E, = 1 and E?= -1 
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The last inequality holds because of the relation 
the convergence of C, ( If,(p)12/p) and (6). 
Thus 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Because of (9) there exist sequences {x,.1, (~~3, X, -+ co, ~1” -+ 00 as 
v + CO, such that 
4(x,, + Y,.) > V39b”) $(Y”). (12) 
Now, for every v there are primes p,, # pi, so that 
1 <Oh) : 1 2 
sG& py vlog v 
and 
1 
2v log2 v  
<wd<J-. 
p,, vlog v 
Without loss of generality we assume that all the primes are different from 
each other. Denote this set of primes by .P**, i.e., s?** = {py, p\l 
v= 1,2,3, . ..}. 
We define an additive function f by 
if m=l andp=p, 
if m = 1 and p = pi 
otherwise, 
Then all the series in (5) and (6) converge. 
Further, we define a factorization n = n, n2 of n E N. Let n2 run through 
those integers which are squarefree and divisible only by primes p E 9**. 
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Let n, run through those integers n for which pm (I n then m B 2 or m = 1 
and p $P**. Let us also consider the integer 1 to be a member of the 
sequence {n,} and of the sequence {Q}. 
Since CPEP*. (l/p) is convergent, we obtain from elementary sieve results 
that I{n,<y}l>cy. So we have 
Now the last sum is bounded below by 
1 4(X” + YL,.) 2 c 1 V3- 
P”PIG.X P” P: P, Pi c x v2 log4 v’ 
and the right side tends to infinity as x + co. This ends the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
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